MARK YOUR CALENDAR

- Monday, April 6 - Launch of Distance Learning

MESSAGE FROM PRINCIPAL BONNICK

Hello Wonderful Washington Families,

We enter this month with a lot of unknowns. Wishing, hoping - almost aching for a sense of normalcy to return to our lives and our routines. To have control over the journey ahead. However, we know our reality, and the scope is much broader than incremental inconveniences. As we take in information from around the world, we know we are dealing with matters of life and death. When faced with such definitive realities, we as humans are called upon to rise up, rise up, and stand - stand together. To consider ways in which we can advance our collective humanity during these unprecedented times.

In a time of uncertainty, one constant is truly needed - care. In the words of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., "it is always the right time to do what is right." I'm thankful for our community, and the scholars we share. Your grace humbles me. Families, I want to thank you for your support and entrusting us with your most precious gift. Colleagues, thank you for believing in the brilliance of our scholars and working in meaningful collaboration to advance our mission. Scholars, you are our work. You are not forgotten, and our care for you transcends the physical walls of our school.

We are stronger together, but we can still make an imprint through our efforts apart. Until we see one another again, please continue in excellence and be safe and healthy.

Lastly, please look for continued communications from me. As information is shared with me, I will look to communicate with each of you.
In Partnership,

Principal Bonnick

**PSEO INFORMATION.**

Is your student a sophomore, or junior interested in taking college classes at a local campus next year? If so check out the PSEO checklist attached below!
TRANSLATION SERVICES

**English**
All school documents can be translated or interpreters made available upon request.

**Spanish**
Todos los documentos pueden ser traducidos o interpretados oralmente si usted lo solicita.

**Hmong**
Tej ntaub ntawv tom tsev kawm ntawv uas xa los rau nej, peb yuav pab txhais thiab nrhiav neeg txhais lus rau nej yog nej hais qhia peb.

**Somali**
Dhammaan dukumiintiyada iskuulka waa la turjumi karaa ama waxaa la heli karaa turjumaan haddii la codsado.

**Karen**

“ງານຈາກສຳນັກງານແຜ່ງກາງສິ່ງທັນສະໄໜ
ຈາກສຳນັກງານແຜ່ງກາງສິ່ງທັນສະໄໜ
ອາຊານທີ່ມີຄວາມສາມາດສືບສວນໄດ້ຈາກກາງສິ່ງທັນສະໄໜ.”